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5845
Operation Right Interlinking Method and Cooperative Working Method for Shared Application Programs

This invention relates to transmission control of operation rights of shared application programs when a plurality of terminals sharing the application program perform a cooperative work.

Conventionally, when a plurality of terminals connected to each other via a network, for example, as shown in FIG. 1, share application programs and cooperatively operate to perform a cooperative work between users of the terminals, in order to assure the consistency in operation and state, the application programs are individually provided with operation rights and exclusion control of operations by users of the terminals is effected using the operation rights.

An operation right is provided for each of application programs shared by a plurality of terminals, and is transmitted in accordance with an operation of a user to effect a work. For example, in the system shown in FIG. 1, for a shared application program A, only one of
application programs A11, 21, ..., n1 has an operation right at any point of time, and only a user of the application program which has the operation right can perform an operation of the application program A.

However, if the operation right is transmitted, then only a user of the application program to which the operation right is transmitted can thereafter perform an operation.

For the transmission control of the operation right here, for example, such operation right transmission control methods as illustrated in FIGS. 15 and 16 are used.

In the conventional operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15, a user of an application program 24 who does not have an operation right requests the application program 24 for the operation right, and an operation right acquisition request is sent from the application program 24 which requests for the operation right to an application program 14 which currently has the operation right. Then, the application program 14 which has received the operation right acquisition request and has the operation right abandons the operation right and sends an operation right acquisition response to the
application program 24 which has requested for the operation right. Consequently, the operation right is transmitted to the application program 24 which has received the operation right acquisition response.

On the other hand, in the conventional operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16, an application program 14 which has an operation right designates another application program (in the case illustrated in FIG. 16, an application program 24) which is to subsequently acquire the operation right, and abandons the operation right and sends an operation right abandonment notification to the application program which is to subsequently acquire the operation right. Consequently, the operation right is transmitted to the application program which has received the operation right abandonment notification.

It is to be noted that, in both of the conventional operation right transmission control methods described above with reference to FIGS. 15 and 16, shared application programs are controlled individually, and even where a plurality of shared application programs are involved, transmission control of an operation right is performed independently among the individual shared application programs.
In this manner, in the conventional operation right transmission control methods described above, even where users effect a cooperative work using a plurality of application programs shared by them, the operation rights of the individual shared application programs are individually controlled by the respective shared application programs. Therefore, it sometimes occurs that the operation rights corresponding to the individual shared application programs are possessed by the application programs on different terminals from each other in such a manner that, as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 17, the operation right of a shared application program A is possessed by an application program A 11 on a terminal 1 while the operation right of another shared application program B is possessed by another application program B 22 on another terminal 2. In such an instance, different users operate the application programs, which may cause confusion in working.

It is an object of the present invention to provide an operation right interlinking method for shared application programs and a cooperative working
method wherein, when a plurality of application programs are shared to effect a cooperative work, operation rights of the shared application programs are always possessed by a same terminal so that a work can be performed efficiently without an inconsistency.

In order to attain the object described above, according to the present invention, when a plurality of application programs are shared to effect a cooperative work, the operation rights of the shared application programs are controlled in an interlinking relationship with each other.

In particular, according to an aspect of the present invention, there is provided an operation right interlinking method for use when a plurality of shared application programs cooperatively operate between a plurality of terminals to effect a cooperative work, wherein each of the plurality of shared application programs has an operation right, and operation right transmission information of a first one of the shared application programs is reported to a second one of the shared application programs to control transmission of the operation right of the second shared application program so that the operation rights of the first application program and the second application program
may be interlinked with each other.

According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a cooperative working method for shared application programs, comprising the steps of starting, on a plurality of terminals connected to each other via a network, a plurality of shared application programs which have individual operation rights having a high-low order relationship set therebetween and operate cooperatively with each other; and interlinking the operation right of a low-order one of the shared application programs with the operation right of a high-order one of the shared application programs in accordance with the operation right interlinking method as claimed in claim 1 to effect a cooperative work.

In the operation right interlinking method and the cooperative working method of the present invention, when a plurality of application programs are shared to effect a cooperative work, the operation rights of the different shared application programs are interlinked with each other so that the operation rights of the plurality of shared application programs may be present always on a same terminal to allow a single user to operate the plurality of shared application programs.
Consequently, otherwise possible confusion in operation can be eliminated, and a work can be proceeded efficiency without any inconsistency.

The above and other objects, features and advantages of the present invention will become apparent from the following description and the appended claims, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings in which like parts or elements are denoted by like reference characters.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing a system on which an operation right interlinking method and a cooperative working method according to the present invention can be performed;

FIGS. 2 and 3 are flow charts illustrating procedures of operation of interlinking and interlinked application programs, respectively, in an operation right interlinking method according to a first preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure of operation of an interlinked application program in an operation right interlinking method according to a second preferred embodiment of the present invention;
FIGS. 5 and 6 are flow charts illustrating procedures of operation of interlinking and interlinked application programs, respectively, in an operation right interlinking method according to a third preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIGS. 7 and 8 are diagrammatic views illustrating different procedures of operation of a cooperative working method according to a fourth preferred embodiment of the present invention which employ operation right transmission control methods illustrated in FIGS. 15 and 16, respectively;

FIGS. 9 and 10 are similar views but illustrating different procedures of operation of a cooperative working method according to a fifth preferred embodiment of the present invention which employ operation right transmission control methods illustrated in FIGS. 15 and 16, respectively;

FIGS. 11 and 12 are similar views but illustrating different procedures of operation of a cooperative working method according to a sixth preferred embodiment of the present invention which employ operation right transmission control methods illustrated in FIGS. 15 and 16, respectively;

FIG. 13 is a similar view but illustrating a
cooperative working method according to a seventh preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 14 is a similar view illustrating a cooperative working method according to an eighth preferred embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 15 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an exemplary one of conventional operation right transmission control methods;

FIG. 16 is a similar view but illustrating another exemplary one of conventional operation right transmission control method; and

FIG. 17 is a block diagram illustrating a manner in which application programs cooperate with each other using a conventional operation right transmission control method to perform a cooperative operation.

Embodiment 1

FIG. 1 shows a system on which an operation right interlinking method and a cooperative working method according to the present invention can be performed. Referring to FIG. 1, a plurality of terminals 1, 2, ..., n are connected to each other via a network 4. The terminals 1, 2, ..., n individually
start application programs A and B to perform a cooperative work.

The terminals 1, 2, ..., n may be personal computers, work stations or like units. Meanwhile, the network 4 may be any of various networks including the Ethernet, the ATM-LAN and public networks such as ISDN.

Each of the application programs A and B is shared application programs which cooperatively operate between a plurality of terminals and include such an operation right control method described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 15 or 16. Further, a communication line 13, 23, ..., or n3 is provided between the application program A and the application program B on each same terminal.

Subsequently, processing of an operation right interlinking method according to a first preferred embodiment of the present invention will be described.

FIGS. 2 and 3 are flow charts illustrating different procedures of operation of the operation right interlinking method according to the first embodiment of the present invention, and illustrate flows of control of application programs on a terminal which issues an instruction for a change of an operation right. It is to be noted that the terminal which issues an
instruction for a change of an operation right signifies, where the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15 is adopted, the terminal 2 in which the application program 24 to which a request for the operation right is issued is present, but signifies, where the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16 is adopted, the terminal 1 in which the application program 14 which possesses the operation right is present.

FIG. 2 illustrates a procedure of operation of an application program which causes interlinking from among a plurality of shared application programs on a same terminal.

Referring to FIG. 2, if an operation for changing an operation right is performed (step 101) after an application program which causes interlinking (such application program will be hereinafter referred to as interlinking application program) remains in an operation right change waiting state (step 100), then the interlinking application program confirms whether or not another application program which is interlinked or is to be interlinked (such application program will be hereinafter referred to as interlinked application program) is operating (step 102). Here, the operation
for changing an operation right is performed, for example, by depression of a predetermined button on a user interface provided by the interlinking application program.

If it is confirmed in step 102 that the interlinked application program is operating (when the discrimination in step 102 is YES), then the interlinking application program sends an operation right change notification to the interlinked application program (step 103). On the other hand, when the interlinked application program is not operating (when the discrimination in step 102 is NO), the interlinking application program advances its processing to step 104 skipping step 103.

After the processing in step 103 is ended or the discrimination of NO is made in step 102, operation right transmission process is performed (step 104) to transmit the operation right of the interlinking side application program (step 105). It is to be noted that, for the operation right transmission processing in step 104, any of various existing methods such as, for example, the existing operation right transmission control methods illustrated in FIGS. 15 and 16 may be adopted depending upon the application program.
FIG. 3 illustrates a procedure of operation of the interlinked application program from among the plurality of shared application programs present on the same terminal.

Referring to FIG. 3, if the interlinked application program receives an operation right change notification from the interlinking application program (step 111) after it remains in an operation right change waiting state (step 110), then the interlinked application program performs operation right transmission processing in response to the received operation right change notification (step 112) to transmit the operation right of the interlinked application program (step 113). It is to be noted that, for the operation right transmission processing in step 112, any of various existing methods may be adopted similarly as in step 104 shown in FIG. 2.

Embodiment 2

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a procedure of operation of an operation right interlinking method according to a second preferred embodiment of the present invention.

In the operation right interlinking method according to the present embodiment, the procedure of
operation of the interlinking application program is similar to that illustrated in FIG. 2, and FIG. 4 illustrates only a procedure of operation of the interlinked application program.

Referring to FIG. 4, when the interlinked application program receives an operation event from a user of the application program or an event from another application program (step 121) after it remains in an event reception waiting state (step 120), it discriminates a type of the received event (step 122).

If it is discriminated in step 122 that the received event is an operation right change notification (refer to step 103 of FIG. 2) from the interlinking application program, then the interlinked application program confirms whether interlinking of the operation right is set or cancelled (step 123). If interlinking of the operation right is set, then the interlinked application program performs operation right transmission processing (step 124) to transmit the operation right of the interlinked application program (step 125). However, if interlinking of the operation right is cancelled in step 123, then the interlinked application program enters back into the event reception waiting state (step 126).
On the other hand, if it is discriminated in step 122 that the received event relates to cancellation or setting of interlinking of the operation right, then the interlinked application program performs processing for cancellation or setting of interlinking (step 127), and then enters back into the event reception waiting state (step 128). It is to be noted that, in the processing of cancellation or setting of interlinking in step 127, the interlinked application program performs management of a cancellation or setting state of interlinking in order to use it for discrimination in step 123, and notifies any same application program, which is operating as a shared application program on any other terminal, of a state after cancellation or setting.

Embodiment 3

FIGS. 5 and 6 are flow chart illustrating procedures of operation of an operation right interlinking method according to a third preferred embodiment of the present invention. Particularly, FIG. 5 illustrates a procedure of operation of an interlinking application program from among a plurality of application programs present on a same terminal.

Referring to FIG. 5, if the interlinking
application program receives an operation event from a user or some other application program (step 131), it remains in an event reception waiting state (step 130), then it discriminates a type of the received operation event (step 132). If it is discriminated in step 132 that the received operation event relates to a change of the operation right, the interlinking application program is operating (step 133). If it is confirmed that the interlinked application program is operating (when the discrimination in step 133 is YES), then the interlinking application program advances its operation right transmission processing to step 135 skipping step 134. On the other hand, if the interlinked application program sends an operation right change notification to the interlinked application program on the same terminal (step 134). Then, after the processing in step 134 is ended, the interlinking application program advances its operation right transmission processing (step 135) to transmit the operation right of the interlinked application program.
On the other hand, if it is discriminated in step 132 that the received operation event relates to an end of the application, the interlinking application program confirms whether or not the interlinked application program is operating (step 137). If it is confirmed that the interlinked application program is operating (when the discrimination in step 137 is YES), the interlinking application program notifies the interlinked application program on the same terminal of an end of the application (step 138). On the other hand, when the interlinked application program is not operating (when the discrimination in step 137 is NO), the interlinking application program advances its processing to step 139 skipping step 138.

Then, after the processing in step 138 is ended or the discrimination of NO is made in step 137, the interlinking application program is ended (step 139).

FIG. 6 illustrates a procedure of operation on the interlinked application program from within the plurality of shared application programs present on the same terminal.

Referring to FIG. 6, if the interlinked application program receives an event from a user or the other application program (step 141) after it remains in
an even reception waiting state (step 140), then it discrimiates a type of the received event (step 142). Here, if the interlinking application program is operating, then the interlinked application program receives an operation right change notification event (refer to step 134 of FIG. 5) or an application end notification event (refer to step 138 of FIG. 5) from the interlinking application program on the same terminal.

If it is discriminated in step 142 that the received event relates to an operation right change, then the interlinked application program performs operation right transmission processing in response to the operation right change notification (step 143) to transmit the operation right (step 144).

On the other hand, if it is discriminated in step 142 that the received event relates to an end of the application, the interlinked application program performs changing over processing of the received event (step 145). In the changing over processing of the received event in step 145, the event received in step 141 is changed over so that it originates not from the interlinking application program but is an operation event from a user of the interlinked application.
program, whereafter it enters an event reception waiting state (step 146). It is to be noted that, if an operation right change notification event is received from a user in this state, then the interlinked application program performs operation right transmission processing in response to the received event as described above (step 143) to transmit the operation right (step 144).

Embodiment 4

FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate a cooperative working method according to a fourth preferred embodiment of the present invention. While FIGS. 7 and 8 illustrate cooperative works between two terminals for simplified illustration, the method can naturally be applied similarly even where more than two terminals are involved in such cooperative work. This similarly applies to the fifth to eighth embodiments which will be hereinafter described.

FIG. 7 illustrates a procedure of operation of the cooperative working method according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention which employs the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15.

Referring to FIG. 7, it is assumed that shared
application programs A and B are operating on both of terminals 1 and 2 to perform a cooperative work, and in an initial state, the operation rights of the application programs A and B are set to the application program A 11 and the application program B 12 on the terminal 1, respectively.

If, in this condition, a user of the terminal 2 issues a request for the operation right with the application program A 21, then it is confirmed based on the operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 2 whether or not the interlinked application program is operating.

In the case illustrated in FIG. 7, since the application program B is interlinked with the application program A, the application program A 21 sends an operation right change notification to the application program B 22 via a communication line 23. Simultaneously, the application program A 21 performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15 to transmit the operation right from the application program A 11 to the application program A 21. It is to be noted that transmission control of the operation right is such as given in the
description of the prior art hereinabove.

On the other hand, also the application program B 22 which receives the operation right change notification from the application program A 21 similarly performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control illustrated in FIG. 15 to transmit the operation right from the application program B 12 to the application program B 22.

As the application program A 21 of the terminal 2 issues a request for the operation right in this manner, the operation rights of the application programs A and B are transmitted in an interlinking relationship with each other from the terminal 1 to the respective application programs on the terminal 2.

FIG. 8 illustrates another procedure of operation of the cooperative working method according to the fourth embodiment of the present invention which employs the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16.

Referring to FIG. 8, it is assumed that shared application programs A and B are operating on both of terminals 1 and 2 to effect a cooperative work, and in an initial state, the operation rights of the
application programs A and B are set to the application program A 11 and the application program B 12 on the terminal 1, respectively.

If, in this state, a user of the terminal 1 tries to abandon the operation right of the application program A 11 to transmit the operation right to a user of the terminal 2, then the application program A 11 transmits an operation right change notification to the application program B 12 via another communication line 13 in accordance with the operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 2. Simultaneously, the application program A 11 performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16 to transmit the operation right from the application program A 11 to the application program A 21.

On the other hand, also the application program B 12 which receives the operation right change notification from the application program A 11 similarly performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16 to transmit the operation right from the application program B 12 to the application program B 22.
As the application program A 11 on the terminal 1 abandons the operation right in this manner, the operation rights of the application program A and the application program B are transmitted in an interlinking relationship with each other from the terminal 1 to the respective corresponding application programs on the terminal 2.

Embodiment 5

FIGS. 9 and 10 illustrate a cooperative working method according to a fifth preferred embodiment of the present invention. Particularly, FIG. 9 illustrates a procedure of operation of the cooperative working method according to the fifth embodiment of the present invention which employs the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15.

Referring to FIG. 9, it is assumed that shared application programs A and B are operating on both of terminals 1 and 2 to effect a cooperative work, and in an initial state, the operation rights of the applications A and B are set on the application program A 11 and the application program B 12 on the terminal 1, respectively.

Here, if a user of the terminal 1 performs an operation for cancellation of interlinking of the
operation right of the application program B 12, then an event of interlinking cancellation is sent to the application program B 22 in accordance with the operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 4. Consequently, the application program B 22 knows that interlinking is cancelled.

If, in this state, a user of the terminal 2 delivers a request for the operation right with the application program A 21, then the application program A 21 sends an operation right change notification to the application program B 22 via a communication line 23 in accordance with the operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 2. Simultaneously, the application program A 21 performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15 to transmit the operation right from the application program A 11 to the application program A 21.

On the other hand, the application program B 22 which receives the operation right change notification from the application program A 21 does not perform operation right transmission processing since interlinking of the operation right has been cancelled and is inoperative. As a result, the operation right
remains on the application program B 12. It is to be 
noted that, if interlinking is set for the application 
program B, then the operation right of the application 
program B is transmitted in an interlinking relationship 
with the transmission of the operation right of the 
application program A in a similar manner as in the 
cooperative working method illustrated in FIG. 7.

FIG. 10 illustrates another procedure of 
operation of the cooperative working method according to 
the fifth embodiment of the present invention which 
employs the operation right transmission control method 
illustrated in FIG. 16.

Referring to FIG. 10, it is assumed that shared 
application programs A and B are operating on both 
terminals 1 and 2 to effect a cooperative work, and in 
an initial state, the operation rights of the 
applications A and B are set on the application program 
A 11 and the application program B 12 on the terminal 1, 
respectively.

Here, if a user of the terminal 1 performs an 
operation for cancellation of interlinking of the 
operation right of the application program B 12, then an 
event of interlinking cancellation is sent to the 
application program B 22 in accordance with the
operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 4. Consequently, the application program B 22 knows that interlinking is cancelled.

If, in this condition, a user of the terminal 1 abandons the operation right of the application program A 11, then the application program A 11 sends an operation right change notification to the application program B 12 via a communication line 13 in accordance with the operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 2. Simultaneously, the application program A 11 performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16 to transmit the operation right from the application program A 11 to the application program A 21.

On the other hand, the application program which receives the operation right change notification from the application program A 11 does not perform operation right transmission processing since interlinking of the operation right has been cancelled. As a result, the operation right remains on the application program B 12. It is to be noted that, if interlinking is set for the application program B, then the operation right of the application program B is transmitted in an interlinking
relationship with the transmission of the operation right of the application program A in a similar manner as in the cooperative working method illustrated in FIG. 8.

Embodiment 6

FIGS. 11 and 12 illustrate a cooperative working method according to a sixth preferred embodiment of the present invention. Particularly, FIG. 11 illustrates a procedure of operation of the cooperative working method according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention which employs the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 15.

Referring to FIG. 11, it is assumed that shared application programs A and B are operating on both of terminals 1 and 2 to effect a cooperative work, and in an initial state, the operation rights of the applications A and B are set on the application program A 11 and the application program B 12 on the terminal 1, respectively.

In the cooperative working method illustrated in FIG. 11, while it is possible to transmit the operation right of the application program B in an interlinking relationship with the transmission of the operation right of the application program A similarly as in the
cooperative working method illustrated in FIG. 7, the following operation is performed additionally.

Referring to FIG. 11, if a user of the terminal 1 tries to end the application program A 11, then the application program A 11 sends an end notification of the application to the application program B 12 in accordance with the operation right interlinking method illustrated in FIG. 5. Simultaneously, the application program A 11 sends another end notification of the application to the application A 21 of the terminal 2.

On the other hand, the application program A 21 which receives the end notification of the application from the application program A 11 sends an end notification of the application to the application program B 22.

Then, each of the application programs B 12 and B 22 which receive the end notifications of the application operates so as to allow transmission of the operation right in response to a request from a user.

Consequently, if a user of, for example, the terminal 2 issues a request for the operation right of the application program B 22, then the application program B itself performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission
control method illustrated in FIG. 15 to allow transmission of the operation right from the application program B 12 to the application program B 22.

FIG. 12 illustrates a procedure of operation of the cooperative working method according to the sixth embodiment of the present invention which employs the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16.

Referring to FIG. 12, if the application program A is ended, then it becomes possible for the application program B itself to issue a request for the operation right similarly as in the cooperative working method illustrated in FIG. 11. It is to be noted that the transmission of the operation right is performed based on the operation right transmission control method illustrated in FIG. 16 and, if a user of the terminal 1 instructs the application program B 12 for abandonment of the operation right, then the operation right transmission processing is performed so that the operation right is transmitted from the application program B 12 to the application program B 22.

Embodiment 7

FIG. 13 illustrates a procedure of operation of a cooperative working method according to a seventh
preferred embodiment of the present invention.

While, in the cooperative working method according to the first embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 7, the operation right of the application program B is transmitted in an interlinking relationship with transmission of the operation right of the application program A, in the cooperative working method according to the seventh embodiment of the present invention, such interlinking control of an operation right as illustrated in FIG. 13 can be performed in addition to such interlinking control of an operation right as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 7.

Referring to FIG. 13, the cooperative working method according to the seventh embodiment of the present invention has a similar construction to that of the cooperative working method according to the fourth embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 7, and the operation rights of the application programs A and B are initially set on the application program A 21 and the application program B 22 on the terminal 2, respectively.

If, in this condition, a user of the terminal 1 issues a request for the operation right to the application program B 12, then the application program B
12 transmits an operation right change notification to
the application program A 11 via a communication line
13. Simultaneously, the application program B 12
performs operation right transmission processing in
accordance with the operation right transmission control
method illustrated, for example, in FIG. 15 to acquire
the operation right from the application program B 22.

On the other hand, the application program A 11
which receives the operation right change notification
from the application program B 12 performs operation
right transmission processing similarly as with the
application program B to acquire the operation right
from the application program A 21.

Since the operation right of the application
program A is transmitted in an interlinking relationship
with the transmission of the operation right of the
application program B in this manner, the application
programs A and B can transmit the operation rights in an
interlinking relationship with each other
(bidirectionally).

Embodiment 8

FIG. 14 illustrates a procedure of operation of
a cooperative working method according to an eighth
preferred embodiment of the present invention.
While, in the cooperative working method according to the fifth embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 10, it can be controlled whether or not transmission of the operation right of the application program B should be interlinked with transmission of the operation right of the application program A by selecting setting or cancellation of interlinking of the operation right of the application program B, in the cooperative working method according to the eighth embodiment of the present invention, interlinking control of an operation right illustrated in FIG. 10 is realized for the opposite directions between the application programs A and B.

Referring to FIG. 14, the cooperative working method according to the eighth embodiment of the present invention has a similar construction to that of the cooperative working method according to the fifth embodiment described hereinabove with reference to FIG. 10, and the operation rights of the application programs A and B are initially set on the application program A 11 and the application program B 12 on the terminal 1, respectively.

Here, if the user of the terminal 1 tries to effect cancellation of interlinking of the operation
right of the application program A 11, then an event of cancellation of interlinking is sent to the application program A 21. Consequently, the application program A 21 knows that interlinking has been cancelled.

If, in this condition, a user of the terminal 2 issues a request for the operation right with the application program B 22, then an operation right change notification is sent to the application program A 21. Simultaneously, the application program B 22 performs operation right transmission processing in accordance with the operation right transmission control method illustrated, for example, in FIG. 15 to acquire the operation right from the application program B 12.

On the other hand, the application program A 21 which receives the operation right change notification from the application program B 22 does not perform transmission processing of the operation right since interlinking of the operation right has been cancelled. It is to be noted that, if interlinking of the operation right is set for the application program A, then the operation right of the application program A is transmitted in an interlinking relationship with the transmission of the operation right of the application program B.
Having now fully described the invention, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the art that many changes and modifications can be made thereto without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as set forth herein.
Claims: The claims defining the invention are as follows:

1. An operation right interlinking method for use when a plurality of shared application programs (11, 21, ..., n1, 12, 22, ..., n2) cooperatively operate between a plurality of terminals (1, 2, ..., n) to effect a cooperative work, characterized in that each of the plurality of shared application programs (11, 21, ..., n1, 12, 22, ..., n2) has an operation right, and operation right transmission information of a first one (11) of the shared application programs (11, 21, ..., n1, 12, 22, ..., n2) is reported to a second one (12) of the shared application programs (11, 21, ..., n1, 12, 22, ..., n2) to control transmission of the operation right of the second shared application program (12) so that the operation rights of the first application program (11) and the second application program (12) may be interlinked with each other.

2. An operation right interlinking method as set forth in claim 1, characterized in that the second shared application program (12) whose operation right is interlinked with the operation right of the first shared application program (11) can optionally determine whether or not the operation right of the second shared
application program (12) should be transmitted in accordance with the operation right transmission information reported from the first shared application program (11) which causes interlinking of the operation rights.

3. An operation right interlinking method as set forth in claim 1, characterized in that

the first shared application program (11) which causes interlinking of the operation rights reports an end of the first shared application program (11) to the second shared application program (12) whose operation right is interlinked with the operation right of the first shared application program (11); and

the second shared application program (12) which receives the operation right transmission notification transmits, when the first shared application program (11) is operating, the operation right thereof in accordance with the operation right transmission information reported from the first shared application program (11), but

allows, when the first shared application program (11) has been ended, transmission of the operation right thereof in accordance with original operation right transmission information from a user of
4. A cooperative working method for shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22), characterized in that it comprises the steps of:

starting, on a plurality of terminals (1, 2) connected to each other via a network (4), a plurality of shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) which have individual operation rights having a high-low order relationship set therebetween and operate cooperatively with each other; and

interlinking the operation right of a low-order one (12) of the shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) with the operation right of a high-order one (11) of the shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) in accordance with the operation right interlinking method as claimed in claim 1 to effect a cooperative work.

5. A cooperative working method for shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22), characterized in that it comprises the steps of:

starting, on a plurality of terminals (1, 2) connected to each other via a network (4), a plurality of shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) which have individual operation rights having a high-low order relationship set therebetween and operate cooperatively
with each other; and

interlinking the operation right of a low-order
one (12) of the shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 
22) with the operation right of a high-order one (11) of
the shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) in
accordance with the operation right interlinking method
as claimed in claim 2 to effect a cooperative work.

6. A cooperative working method for shared
application programs (11, 21, 12, 22), characterized in
that it comprises the steps of:

starting, on a plurality of terminals (1, 2)
connected to each other via a network (4), a plurality
of shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) which
have individual operation rights having a high-low order
relationship set therebetween and operate cooperatively
with each other; and

interlinking the operation right of a low-order
one (12) of the shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 
22) with the operation right of a high-order one (11) of
the shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) in
accordance with the operation right interlinking method
as claimed in claim 3 to effect a cooperative work.

7. A cooperative working method for shared
application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) as set forth in
-39-

claim 4, characterized in that the high-low order relationship set between the plurality of shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) is reversed to allow bidirectional interlinking of the operation rights of the high- and low-order shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) in accordance with the operation right interlinking method as claimed in claim 1.

8. A cooperative working method for shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) as set forth in claim 5, characterized in that the high-low order relationship set between the plurality of shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) is reversed to allow bidirectional interlinking of the operation rights of the high- and low-order shared application programs (11, 21, 12, 22) in accordance with the operation right interlinking method as claimed in claim 1.

9. Apparatus substantially as described herein with reference to the accompanying drawings.

10. Method substantially as described herein with reference to the accompanying drawings.
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Operation Right Interlinking Method and Cooperative Working Method for Shared Application Programs

Abstract:

When a request for an operation right is issued to a first application program A (21) of a first terminal (2), the first application program A (21) requests a first application program A (11) of a second terminal (1) for transmission of the operation right and sends an operation right change notification to a second application program B (22) of the first terminal (1) whose operation right is to be interlinked with the first application program A (21). Upon reception of the operation right change notification, the second application program B (22) of the first terminal (2) requests a second application program B (12) of the second terminal (1) based on the operation right change notification.
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